
Now 
 

 

                      The  

      President’s    

         Corner 
 

Now that Winterfest is in our rear-view mirror, let’s 

look at a few details for the CCH Christmas Party 

which is coming up soon!    
 

CCH Christmas Party  Friday, December 1st 
1.  We need beer! So please let me know if you will 

be gracing us with some of your festive homebrew - 

or commercial.  We don't discriminate. 

2.  This is a pot luck dinner so please bring a dish or 

a dessert for everyone to partake in. 

3.  We will vote on the Executive Board for 2018.  It 

is not too late to throw your hat into the ring. 
 

Sooooo, if you can 

bring beer, bring a 

dish or if you want to 

run for an officer 

position, then please 

send me an email at 

rcasteix@yahoo.com 
 

Your President.....signing out for the last time! 
 

Prost!   

 

Michael 

Jackson  

on Carbs  
In 2004 at the Park 

& Orchard Hotel 

in Rutherford, NJ, 

Michael Jackson, 

in part, spoke 

about carbs.  
 

“Beer might sound a pretty humble thing.  I mean, 

this is where we all get, all risk having our 

enthusiasm derided because . . . come on Michael, is 

beer that bloody important?  You know, you’re a 

journalist; you have the power to change people’s 

minds.  You only have the power to change people’s 

minds if it’s something you really believe in and 

something you feel you really can communicate and 

that’s something I’ve always tried to do about beer . 

. . and I just love it and I don’t just love it as it is, I 

certainly do love it as it is but I also want to make it 

better; I want to see new things happening but good 

new things, not bullshit; not carbs.  
 

“Has anyone in this room ever seen a carb?  Has one 

ever jumped out of the fridge at you and tried to 

throttle you or ravish your wife?  Do you go to bed 

and feel unable to sleep because there are all these 

carbs around the place?  You know, I mean I’m 

being a little - slightly sardonic here but they expect 

us to believe this stuff.”  Submitted by Mike Retzlaff  
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BRING YOUR FRIENDS! 

Our meetings are usually held on the first 

   Wednesday of the month, beginning at 7:00pm at: 

 

               The Deutsches Haus 
       1023 Ridgewood Street, 

        Metairie Louisiana 
 

Please support the Haus by purchasing  

at least one beer at the bar. 
 

 

••PLEASE SUBMIT ARTICLES•• 

Submission deadline:  21st of the month.  Anything 

that arrives after that will be held for the next month. 
 

What you submit, will be formatted only.   Please use 

spell check and consider the grammatical changes 

suggested by your word processor.  Some of them are just 

so ridiculous!  
 

SUBMIT TO:  dogearbrewing@hotmail.com.   
SUBJECT LINE:  HOPLINE      Thanks.  Carol 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
 

 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

...now, about your dues. 
Only $30 for a year of fun and frolic, payable to 

Treasurer Dan Rodbell, by check (made out to CCH), 

credit card, PayPal (to mcharbo@tulane.edu) or with 

that quaint stuff from another era – CA$H. 
 

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:   

The aforesaid fun and frolic, etc.  

• Participation in our BrewOffs. See page 5.  You  do not 

have to have ANY brewing experience. Brew-Offs give 

participants hands-on experience.   Other members 

come to socialize.   Wort is $25.  Lunch is $10. 

• Participation in our annual sausage making day.                                      

• First shot at a place on the bus for our pub crawls, 

brewery tours, and other adventures we concoct. 

•   Members price tickets for our events, when 

appropriate. 

    •  Free Christmas Party.  Guests tickets are $10. 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

 

 

Ale yeast is Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae.  Lager yeast is 

Saccharomyces pastorianus.   

Each of these yeast species 

has an abundance of strains.  

Saccharomyces eubayanus has 

only recently been 

discovered in Patagonia 

(ca.2011).   

Subsequent discoveries in 

Western Australia and 

Tasmania were made.   

This species seems to be 

the “other” parent of lager 

yeast.  Lager yeast is the result of a hybridization 

of these S. cerevisiae and S. eubayanus.  Genetic 

mapping has been done and S. eubayanus along 

with S. cerevisiae seem to constitute slightly better 

than 99.5% of the DNA of the combined hybrid S. 

pastorianus.  

 

The Nuremberg Statute book of the 14th century 

indicates the existence of bottom fermenting beer 

and therefore bottom fermenting yeast.  The first 

European explorer to reach Patagonia was 

Magellan in 1520.  How then would a yeast 

species from 16th century 

Patagonia make it to 14th 

century Nuremberg?      

 

Marco Polo travelled to China 

and Mongolia in the late 13th 

century.  S. eubayanus has also 

been discovered in China, 

Tibet, and Mongolia.  The 

time period seems right but did he bring it back 

with him (knowingly or not) after his 24-year 

odyssey in Asia?  

 

Another working theory is that S. eubayanus 

existed in Europe and made its way to these other 

areas of the world before going extinct in 

Europe.  This theory seems to be a bit of a stretch.  

 

Patagonian 

Beech Tree Gall 

Home to  

Saccharomyces 

eubayanus?  
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Scientists state that the two yeast species are as 

genetically different as birds and mammals.  Yet, 

evidence suggests, that over a period of time, two 

separate hybridizations of these yeasts occurred.  
 

My knowledge of yeast falls somewhere between 

inadequate and abysmal.  I keep trying to learn 

more but it’s going very slowly.  I am thankful 

that a smack pack is not as compli-cated as what 

comes out of it!  Mike Retzlaff   
 

More from Hank – 

 
Alcohol and Fats Source unknown… 
It is a relief to know the truth after all those 

studies.   

•The Japanese eat very little fat and suffer fewer 

heart attacks than the British or Americans. 

• The French eat a lot of fat and suffer fewer heart 

attacks than the British or Americans.   

• The Japanese drink very little wine and suffer 

fewer heart attacks than the British or Americans. 

• The Italians drink excessive amounts of red 

wine and suffer fewer heart attacks than the 

British or Americans. 

• The Germans drink a lot of beer and eat lots of 

sausages and fats and suffer fewer heart attacks 

than the British or Americans. 

Conclusion:  Eat and drink what you like. 

Speaking English is apparently what kills you.   

 

So be… 
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Bell’s Brewery. brews 

a little beer called 
Two Hearted Ale. 

Maybe you’ve heard 

of it? This IPA is 

bursting with hop 

aromas ranging from 

pine to grape-fruit 

thanks to the use of 

100 percent 

Centennial hops. 

This recipe was 

created by David Curtis and Ryan Kramer of Bell’s 

General Store. 
 

Bell’s Two Hearted Ale Clone | AMERICAN IPA 

Ingredients for 5 gallons (19 L) 

10 lb  Briess Two-row Malt (1.8°L) 

2.83 lb Briess Pale Malt (3.5°L) 

8.0 oz  Briess Caramel (40°L) 

1.2 oz Centennial pellets, 9.1% a.a. (45 min) 

1.2 oz Centennial pellets, 9.1% a.a. (30 min) 

3.5 oz Centennial pellets, 9.1% a.a. (dry hop) 

White Labs WLP001 California Ale Yeast or  

       WLP California Ale V Yeast 
 

Specifications 

Original Gravity: 1.063 

Final Gravity: 1.012 

ABV: 6.7% 

IBU: 55 

SRM: 10 
 

Boil Time: 75 minutes 

Efficiency: 65% 

Pre-boil Volume: 6.6 gallons 

Directions 

Use 4.5 gallons (17 L) carbon filtered water, adjust 

with 4 grams gypsum. 
 

Step mash: 45 minutes at 150°F (66°C), ramp to 

170°F (77°C) over 15 minutes (or ramp by infusing 

2.5 gallons boiling water), rest 10 minutes at 170°F 

(77°C). 
 

Vorlauf until clear. 
 

 

 

Collect 6.6 gallons (25 L), sparging with 175°F 

(79°C) water. Boil vigorously for approximately 

75 minutes, hopping as in ingredients section. 
 

Whirlpool and allow to settle for 15 minutes. Chill 

wort to 64°F (18°C). Aerate wort and pitch yeast. 
 

Ferment warm (ale temperature). Dry hop one 

week into fermentation. 
 

Allow Two Hearted clone to stay warm with hops 

for a week. 
 

Rack beer, crash cool, and cold age for a week. 
 

Rack beer, prime with sugar and bottle. 

Extract Version 

Use 6.6 lb (3 kg) Briess Golden Light Liquid malt 

extract and 2.5 lb (1.1 kg) Golden Light Dry malt 

extract instead of the two-row and pale ale malts. 
 

Steep the 8 oz caramel malt in 1 gallon (3.8 L) of 

150°F (66°C) water for 20 minutes. Strain and 

sparge through the grains, topping up to 6.6 

gallons (or up to 3.5 gallons for a partial boil) and 

bring to a boil. 
 

Add the malt extracts. Add 2 grams of gypsum to 

the boil. 
 

Continue as per all-grain recipe (unless using 

partial boil process where water needs to be 

added to bring post boil volume up to 5.25 gall 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.homebrewersassociation.org/homebrew-recipes?style=american-ipa
https://www.homebrewersassociation.org/homebrew-recipe/bells-two-hearted-ale-clone/
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How to tell the truth about 
Santa and keep the magic alive 

mumturnedmon.com 

 

     It is up to us to make our children’s childhoods 

magical.  Their hopes, dreams and wishes are in our 

hands.  We hold the key to unlocking their imagin-

ations and their ability to believe and to have faith.  

We teach them to make their own magic.  And we 

hope that they, in turn, will make magic for others. 

     So, what do you do when you realize that your 

child is getting too old to believe in the Easter  

Bunny and the Tooth Fairy and Santa?  What do you 

do when they start to question their existence?  What  

 
 

 

do you do when your son is one of the youngest in  

his class and you are desperately afraid that 

someone else will tell him?  And that they won’t do 

it kindly.  And that you won’t be there. 

     So, when do you tell them? And, how do you tell 

your child there is no Santa?  Big decisions. 

     Our son is eight and half. This is what we chose 

to do.  On Sunday night our elf was due to make his 

return.  We got our younger two into bed and asked 

our eight-year-old to come back downstairs for a 

grown-up chat. We talked about some of the 

questions he had asked recently about Santa. We 

reminded him that Elfie would be coming back that 

night. 

    We explained that there are different kinds of 

magic. There is a special kind of magic which 

parents create for their children at Christmas.  We 

said that the responsibility for making that magic 

happen passes on to all those who are old enough to 

understand and to help.  We told him that there 

wasn’t one Santa, but many; that we are all Santa.  

That Santa is the magic of Christmas; that he is the 

excitement and the love and the thought that goes 

into making Christmas magical for young children. 

So, while Santa isn’t a ‘real’ person, he exists in that 

magic.  And clearly, mummy and daddy move the 

elf!   Cont. page 6 
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     We explained how important it was that he kept 

this secret; that we felt he was grown up enough to 

be told and we were trusting him. 

   We asked if he wanted to help us make Christmas 

magical for his younger brother and sister; and if 

he’d like to help us hide the elf. 

Of course he said yes.  In fact he was touchingly 

excited by the thought.. 

     I’ve been conflicted on this one.  

Part of me is desperate for him to stay little for as 

long as possible; to pretend that he isn’t growing up 

(into a sensible, thoughtful, responsible boy).  But, a 

bigger part of me would have been devastated if 

another child had told him.   

     This was a difficult decision to make, an 

emotionally charged one. And not one we took 

lightly. What if we misjudged, what if he wasn’t 

ready for it; if he’d been upset?  Thankfully, he was 

as unsurprised and pragmatic about it as we had 

expected. But still, telling him was a scary moment.  

So, while part of me is mourning the loss of this part 

of his childhood, another part of me is very proud of 

my grown up, sensible boy. 

 
 

Lighting candles each 

night is a significant part to 

celebrating Hanukkah, but 

those candles hold a 

deeper meaning. Lighting 

the candles each night reminds us of what that 

meaning is.   

Kwanzaa is a cultural 

holiday, not a religious 

one.  It can be celebrated by 

Africans from all religious backgrounds.  A 

candle holder, called a Kinara, holds the candles 

that represent the seven principles of Kwanzaa:  
  

• Unity • Self-determination 

• Collective work and Responsibility 

• Cooperative economics 

• Purpose • Creativity • Faith. 

 

BrewOff News and Such 
“Do not cease to drink beer, to eat, to intoxicate thyself, to make love, and celebrate the good days.”  

 Ancient Egyptian saying 

 Hey Buckeroo's  

   After Winterfest, I experienced something no home brewer should ever see. I saw the bottom of my 

storage freezer! There was so much extra space, none of my kegs came close to touching each other. It 

was shocking, it was horrifying, but it is something that can be fixed. I am talking about the next 

Brewoff.   
     

The end is near, this Saturday, November 25, we will have the last brewing event of the year. William 

Thompson will be the Brewmaster, Gerald will be chef, and I will be the acting host for the Deutsches 

Haus. The event will take place at 1700 Moss Street, the site of this year's Oktoberfest and the place 

that will eventually be our new home. How cool is that? We have all the wort slots filled, but we are 

taking names for alternates and guest. All are invited.   
     

I am compiling a list of beer styles for next year, let me know what you would like to see on the list. I 

would also like to thank all the Host's, Equipment Movers, Chef's, and Grunts who stepped up to 
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make this a great brewing year. This year we made a Fresh Hop IPA, a Rye PA, a Pilsner, then did a 

historical reenactment of a Martin Luther Homebrew. From there we moved on to our annual Brewing 

in a Bathing Suit events with a Lime Agave Saison in July, and an Einbeck in August. We then finished 

strong with a Belgian Ale, a Christmas Ale, and soon, a Scotch Ale.  As anyone who has tried these 

them will attest, they are well made, quaffable beers, that anyone would be proud to serve.
     

   If you would like to sign up for an event, or have ideas about what to brew next, my email is 

neilwbarnett@yahoo.com.  

 

As always, I am your most humble and obedient Director Undertaking Massive Brewing Operations 

(DUMBO).  Take care, have a great Holiday Season, and keep on brewing.  Neil Damn right I drive a Truck

   2017 BrewOff Schedule (Subject to Change) 
Wort participants must bring their own 5-gallon fermenter, and yeast. Guests and Alternates are encouraged to 
sign up and join in the fun.  If you are interested, email me at neilwbarnett@yahoo.com or sign up at the 
meetings.  Standard Wort: $25.00 Standard Lunch: $10.00  
 

 DATE  STYLE  HOST  LOCATION  BREWMASTER 
                           

 11/11  Scotch Ale                                                              1700 Moss Street, NOLA                              William Thompson       . 

 

 

2017 

DECEMBER 

 1 Christmas Party and  

  election of officers  

 16 Beer Appreciation School, 

  Graduation Party 

2018 
 

JANUARY 

 3 Meeting, 7:00pm at   

  Deutsches Haus 

 18 BJCP Tasting Exam,  

  Mandeville 
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What’s a BrewOff?  
 Hi, I'm Neil, your Director Undertaking Massive Brewing Operations (DUMBO). For those of you new to 

the club, or if you just have not been paying attention, I will describe what our Club BrewOffs are all about.

 Our Club has a storage container located on the Deutsches Haus property.  It houses our beer serving 

equipment, along with our 50-gallon brewing system. About ten times a year, we move the gear to different 

locations, and make a big batch of beer. These events are part educational, part social, and part constructive. 

The 10 people who sign up as brewers, all bring home five gallons of wort, that's the constructive part. Guest 

are also welcome, which is the social aspect. For those new to whole grain brewing, or who are just learning 

about our equipment, we will instruct and educate.
 

The 10 brewing positions are:  
 

 1.  Host:  The person whose house we are using.  

They will supply coffee, water and beer for the 

event. The Host should have a level area for us to 

brew in which also has access to a water facet and 

electricity. They will coordinate with the Chef, 

Brewmaster and equipment movers.   
 

  2.  Brewmaster:  The man or woman with the plan. 

It is their job to come up with a recipe, buy 

ingredients, and decide on the brewing program. 

They will be in complete control of the entire 

brewing operation and will instruct, and organize 

the Grunts and helpers during the setup, mashing, 

boiling, run off, clean up, and breakdown of the 

event.   
 

  3.  Chef:  The Chef supplies, cooks, and serves the 

food at the event.   
 

  4 and 5.  Equipment movers:  These two people  

are responsible for getting the equipment to and 

from the event.  In most cases, we try to move the 

gear a day or two before. This makes it easier to get 

a good start at 8 AM. After the event, they will load 

the gear back up and take it back to the storage 

container. Equipment movers must have their own 

truck, van, or trailer to move the gear. They can also 

come late to the event since they moved the gear the 

day before. 
 

  6 thru 10.  Grunts:  These five good folks are the 

muscle of the operation. They work under the 

direction of the Brewmaster and Host to set up the 

equipment, brew the beer, clean the gear, and help 

breakdown the gear.  
 

 

A few important things to keep in mind:  
 

 1. Do your best to try to stay within your budget. 

The Brewmaster will have $250.00 to buy 

ingredients. If the malt and grain bill is low, it may 

be possible to supply dry yeast for the event. The 

Chef will have $100 for the Wort participants and 

another $10 each for the Guest and Alternates. I will 

coordinate with you to let know how many people 

will be there. Again, try to stay within budget.  
 

2. Make sure all the equipment comes back to the 

storage unit clean, and in working condition. If there 

are any problems with the gear, or anything breaks, 

let me know as soon as possible so we can address it 

before the next BrewOff.   
  

3. All brewers will need to bring a 5-gallon 

fermenter and yeast, unless the Brewmaster tells 

you he will supply the yeast. When the Brewmaster 

gives the word, you will pick numbers to decide the 

order of wort units.  
   

4. The Host and Brewmaster will work with the 

Equipment Movers to make sure all the gear is clean 

and nothing is left behind.   

   

5. All Brewers are expected to work.   
 

6. The Host’s and Brewmaster's word is Law.  
 

7. These are Homebrewing events and homebrew 

should be available at these events if possible. If not, 

the host can buy some beer and submit the receipt.  
 

To sign up for any event, or if you have questions, 

see me at a meeting or email me at 

neilwbarnett@yahoo.com.

As always, I'm your  Director Undertaking Massive Brewing Operations, take care and keep on brewing,  

Neil Damn right I drive a truck.
 



 

   CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS  
 

                         3444 Somerset Drive 

  New Orleans, Louisiana 70131 

    2017 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

                      Yearly Dues:  $30.00  
  

  
Mission Statement and Purpose  

To promote Homebrewing within the club; through public awareness and appreciation of the quality and 

variety of homebrew; through education and research; and through the collection and dissemination of 

information.  To serve as a forum for technological and cross-cultural aspects of the Art of 

Homebrewing.  Most importantly, to encourage responsible alcohol consumption.  
  

  New Member      Returning Member (joined CCH in__________)  

  

Name:______________________________________ Home Telephone: (       )_________________  

Home Address:_______________________________  Cellular Telephone: (       )_______________  

City, State, ZIP:______________________________  e-mail: _____________________________  

Date of Birth:________________________________  Spouse:_____________________________  

Occupation:_____________________________________________________________________  

Employer:___________________________________  Work Telephone: (       )_________________  

Homebrewing Experience:   Beginner  

Beer Judging Experience: 

 Intermediate   Advanced  

  BJCP Ranking:  # _________       Apprentice    Recognized   Certified      

  National     Master  

  Non-BJCP:      None       Experienced  Professional Brewer      

I FULLY UNDERSTAND THAT:  My participation in the Crescent City Homebrewers is entirely 

voluntary.  I know that alcoholic beverages are offered at various functions, and that my consumption of 

these beverages may affect my perceptions and reactions.  I accept full responsibility for myself, and 

absolve the CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS, ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AND FELLOW 

MEMBERS; AND DEUTSCHES HAUS of any responsibility for my conduct, behavior, and actions.  
  

SIGNED:__________________________________________  DATE:______________, 2017  

  

Paid:  $_________  Cash   Check #___________  
 

For the responsible drinker, there is always another party.  


